The Pelsue WH Series Work Hoist is designed to be an equipment hoisting and lowering device. This specification sheet applies to the Model #WH07C and the Model #WH07R. Below is a table of the available Pelsue Work Hoist Models and information on their included cable/rope size. The standard end fitting included on all rope or cable assemblies is a swiveling double-locking snap hook, but alternate end fittings are available upon request. The WH Series Work Hoist is equipped with a standard Pelsue Quick-Release bracket (#501073-001). Other adapter brackets can be supplied or added upon request. ! The WH Series Work Hoists are for the lifting of equipment only, at no time should personnel be attached to the hoist cable/rope! ! The WH Series Work Hoist is not to be used for lifting loads over areas where people are present!

**NOTE - THE WH SERIES WORK HOIST IS NOT RATED FOR THE LIFTING OF PERSONNEL (PEOPLE). THE WH SERIES WORK HOIST IS TO BE USED FOR THE HOISTING OF EQUIPMENT ONLY. THE WH SERIES WORK HOIST IS NOT TO BE USED TO HOIST OVER AREAS WHERE PEOPLE ARE OR MAY BE PRESENT.**